Abstract. This paper describes a generalization of Seidel's long exact sequence in symplectic Floer theory to fibered Dehn twists, and applies it to construct versions of the Floer and Khovanov-Rozansky exact triangles in Floer field theory.
Introduction
This paper describes a generalization of Seidel's long exact sequence in symplectic Floer theory [38, Theorem 1] , which concerns the effect of a (generalized) Dehn twist on Lagrangian Floer homology.
Seidel's result may be viewed as a "categorification" of the Picard-Lefschetz formula of singularity theory. Suppose that E → S is a Lefschetz fibration of complex dimension n + 1 with a critical fiber E s 0 , generic fiber E s , vanishing cycle C, and monodromy around s 0 denoted τ C ∈ Diff(E s ). The Picard-Lefschetz formula, see for example [4] , describes the action of τ C on an element [L] in the middle dimensional homology H n (E s ):
In the case that E → S is a symplectic Lefschetz fibration, C is a Lagrangian sphere and τ C is a (generalized) Dehn twist around C. Now suppose that the generic fiber of E is exact or monotone, and L 0 , L 1 are exact or monotone Lagrangian branes. Seidel's result in [38] states that there is a long exact sequence in Lagrangian Floer homology
The word categorification in this context means that the numbers in the PicardLefschetz formula have been promoted to groups; by taking the Euler characteristics one recovers Picard-Lefschetz. The Fukaya version (which was conjectured by Kontsevich) is developed in Seidel's book [39] . Many interesting fibrations that arise in representation theory or gauge theory (such as nilpotent slices or moduli spaces of bundles over a family of curves) have not just Morse singularities but rather Morse-Bott singularities. Extensions of the Picard-Lefschetz formula to more general singularities are considered by Clemens [7] , Landman [20] , and many subsequent authors; the Morse-Bott situation is a particularly easy case. The analog of the vanishing cycle in this case is a fiber bundle p : C → B over the singular set B of the central fiber, called by Clemens the vanishing bundle. The following formula for the monodromy τ C is a special case of [7, Theorem 4.4 
]: For any [L] ∈ H(M
where i : C → M is the inclusion and
[(p × i)C]/ : H(M ) → H(B), [(i × p)C]/ : H(B) → H(M ) are slant products, that is, the images of [C] under H(M ×B) → Hom(H(M ), H(B)) resp. Hom(H(B), H(M )).
The main result of this paper is a categorification of the fibered Picard-Lefschetz formula (1) to the setting of Floer-Fukaya theory, that is, a generalization of Seidel's triangle to the fibered case. As before, for technical reasons we need to assume suitable monotonicity conditions, although presumably a version of the triangle holds in general. To state the Floer version, let (M, ω) be a compact monotone (or exact) symplectic manifold. For any pair of monotone (or exact) Lagrangian branes L 0 , L 1 with minimal Maslov number at least 3, let HF (L 0 , L 1 ) denote the Lagrangian Floer homology. Definition 1.0.1. A spherically fibered coisotropic submanifold of M is a coisotropic submanifold C ⊂ M of codimension c ≥ 1 such that the null-foliation of C is fibrating over a symplectic base B with fiber S c a sphere of dimension c. Moreover the structure group of p : C → B reduces to SO(c+1), that is there exists a principal SO(c + 1)-bundle P → B and a bundle isomorphism P × SO(c+1) S c ∼ = C.
As we explain below, any such coisotropic gives rise to a fibered Dehn twist τ C ∈ Aut(M, ω). By abuse of notation, we identify C with its Lagrangian image in B − × M , and by C t its transpose in M × B − . We assume the reader is familiar with the notion of monotonicity of a tuple of Lagrangian correspondences in [45, Definition 6.2.6] ; monotonicity implies an energy-index relation for pseudoholomorphic quilts. 
.
The proof is similar to that given by Seidel in [38] , except that the pair of pants map in [38] is replaced by a "quilted pants" map from [45] . A similar triangle was developed by T. Perutz, as part of the program described in [29] . Our contribution consists of providing some new examples and setting the result in the framework of push-pull functors associated to Lagrangian correspondences. In Section 7.1, we extend the triangle above to an exact triangle in the derived Fukaya category L
where C t #C#L is a generalized Lagrangian brane in the sense of [45] ; one can also write
were Φ(C t ), Φ(C) are the A ∞ functors associated to Lagrangian correspondences constructed in [22] . The formulation of the third term as a push-pull functor makes clear that the exact triangle is the mirror partner of Horja's exact triangle in [15] . We remark that Perutz [31] proves a related exact triangle describing a symplectic version of the Gysin sequence; roughly speaking this describes the composition of the functors for C t , C in the opposite order as a mapping cone for the map given by multiplication of the Euler class. Section 3 describes various situations in which surface Dehn twists induce generalized Dehn twists on moduli spaces of flat bundles; these are mostly minor improvements of results of Seidel and Callahan. Section 6 applies these results to moduli spaces of flat bundles to obtain generalizations of Floer's exact triangle for surgery along a knot, as well as surgery exact triangles for crossing changes in knots which have the same form as the surgery exact triangles as Khovanov [16] and KhovanovRozansky [18] .
Lefschetz-Bott fibrations and fibered Dehn twists
This section covers the generalization of the theory of symplectic Lefschetz fibrations to the Lefschetz-Bott case, that is, to the case that the singularities of the fibration are not isolated but still non-degenerate in the normal directions. Most of this material is covered in an unpublished manuscript of Seidel [36] and in the works of Perutz [29] , [30] .
2.1. Symplectic Lefschetz-Bott fibrations. Recall that a Lefschetz fibration is a complex manifold E equipped with a complex map π : E → S to a Riemann surface S, such that π only has critical points of Morse type. For a LefschetzBott fibration π : E → S one also allows Morse-Bott singularities. That is, the critical set E crit = {e ∈ E|D e π not surjective} is a smooth (necessarily holomorphic) submanifold and the Hessian of π is non-degenerate along the normal bundle of E crit . By the parametric Morse lemma [3, p.12] near any critical point e ∈ E crit := {e ∈ E| Im(D e π) = T π(e) S} there exists coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n ) : E → C n and z : S → C such that
where c + 1 is the codimension of E crit at e.
In our examples we will not have global complex structures on E and S (at least no canonical ones). Instead, we work with symplectic versions of Lefschetz-Bott fibrations. Recall that a symplectic fibration is a manifold E equipped with a closed two-form ω E and a fibration π : E → S over a smooth surface S, such that the restriction of ω E to any fiber of π is a symplectic manifold.
Definition 2.1.1. A symplectic Lefschetz-Bott fibration consists of (a) a smooth manifold E equipped with a closed two-form ω E ; (b) a smooth, oriented surface S; (c) a smooth proper map π : E → S with singular set E crit and singular values S crit = π(E crit ) ⊂ S ; (d) a positively oriented complex structure j 0 ∈ End(T S| U ) defined in a neighborhood U ⊂ S of the critical values S crit ; (e) an almost complex structure J 0 ∈ End(T E| V ) defined in a neighborhood V ⊂ E of the critical set E crit satisfying the following conditions:
(a) E crit ⊂ E is a smooth submanifold with finitely many components; (b) the Hessian D 2 π at any critical point restricts to a non-degenerate complex bilinear form on the normal bundle of E crit ⊂ E; (c) ω E is non-degenerate on ker(Dπ) ⊂ T E; (d) π : E| V → U is (J 0 , j 0 ) holomorphic; (e) ω E | V is non-degenerate and compatible with J 0 . Remark 2.1.2. We do not make any assumption about integrality of J 0 near the critical set, while Perutz adds the condition that J 0 be normally Kähler. Hence, unlike in Perutz' case, this definition does not specialize to the definition of symplectic Lefschetz fibration in [38] .
Our motivating examples of Lefschetz-Bott fibrations are relative moduli spaces of bundles on Lefschetz fibrations. Let E → S be a Lefschetz fibration of dimension 4, i.e. the smooth fibers E s are surfaces. Let D → E be a line bundle, denote by D s = D| Es the restriction to smooth fibres, and fix an integer r coprime to d := c 1 (D s ). Consider the relative moduli space of bundles with fixed determinant
whose fibers are the moduli spaces M (E s , r, D s ) of semistable bundles over E s of rank r with fixed determinant D s . Then, as I. Smith pointed out to us, M (E, r, D) has a natural completion over the critical set S crit to a symplectic Lefschetz-Bott fibration M (E, r, D) → S, see Section 3. See [40] , [29] , [30] for other examples of Lefschetz-Bott fibrations.
The usual notion of monodromy of Lefschetz fibrations extends to the symplectic Lefschetz-Bott situation. First, suppose that π : E → S, ω E ∈ Ω 2 (E) is a symplectic fibration with connected base, for simplicity. The canonical symplectic connection defined by
Here the superscript denotes the symplectic complement with respect to ω E , which has dimension 2 due to the nondegeneracy of ω E | ker(Deπ) . Moreover, for any horizontal vector field h ∈ Γ(T h E) and fiber E s we have
Hence, given any smooth path γ : [0, 1] → S − S crit the parallel transport ρ t,τ :
(Also see [13, Section 1.2] .) So the symplectic connection gives a reduction of structure group to the symplectomorphism group of any fiber. Now suppose that E is a Lefschetz-Bott fibration. The smooth locus E − E crit is a fibration over S − S crit with vertical tangent spaces T v e E = ker(D e π) and a canonical symplectic connection T h E ⊂ T (E − E crit ) defined by (2) . Given an embedded path ending on the critical locus γ(1) ∈ S crit parallel transport extends to a continuous map ρ t,1 : E γ(t) → E γ(1) , which is pointwise defined by
Indeed, choose a tubular neighborhood of γ then, after rescaling, parallel transport becomes the gradient flow of the function f • π for some coordinate function f : S → R with respect to the metric ω E (·, J 0 ·), see [38, Lemma 1.13] . Since the critical points of π are Morse-Bott, the gradient flow is hyperbolic and the limit is well-defined, see e.g. [41] .
Definition 2.1.3. Let γ : [0, 1] → S be a smooth embedded path with γ(1) ∈ S crit in the critical locus and such that γ([0, 1)) ⊂ S − S crit avoids the critical locus. Fix a connected component B ⊂ E crit ∩ E γ(1) of the critical set in the endpoint fiber. Then the vanishing thimble for the path γ and component B is
The vanishing thimble T γ,B ⊂ E is a smooth submanifold with boundary, since it is the stable manifold of B, see [41] . The intersections T γ,B ∩ E γ(t) with the smooth fibers of π for t ∈ [0, 1) are called the vanishing cycles for the path γ. Proof. That ρ t,1 is a smooth fibration with fibers c-dimensional spheres and structure group SO(c + 1) is a consequence of the stable manifold theorem in e.g. [41] . Here c is the dimension of the fiber as well as the codimension of C t ⊂ E γ(t) , by the normal form of π. As in the unfibered case described in [38] , the parallel transport can also be written as a rescaled Hamiltonian flow of g • π for some coordinate function g : S → R. Since the Hamiltonian flow preserves the symplectic form, the fibers of C t are parallel to the null foliation. Since π is J 0 -holomorphic on B, the tangent space T B (which is the null space of the Hessian of π) is J 0 -invariant. Hence nondegeneracy of ω E in a neighborhood of B implies that the restriction of ω E to B is symplectic. This proves that the total space C t is coisotropic and the projection ρ t,1 : C t → B is the null folation as claimed.
Fibered Dehn twists.
The symplectic Dehn twist around a Lagrangian sphere in [38] can be generalized to spherically fibered coisotropics using the associated symplectic fiber bundle construction, which we briefly recall. Let (B, ω B ) be a symplectic manifold, G a compact group, π : P → B a principal G-bundle, and (F, ω F , Φ F ) a Hamiltonian G-manifold with moment map Φ F : F → g * . Let α ∈ Ω 1 (P, g) G be a connection one-form on P and denote by π 1 , π 2 the projections to the factors of P × F . Define a two form on P × F (a) ω P ×F,α descends to a closed two-form ω P (F ),α on the quotient P (F ) : (P × F )/G which is non-degenerate in a neighborhood of P (Φ −1
Let (M, ω) be a compact symplectic manifold and C ⊂ M a spherically fibered coisotropic submanifold of codimension c ≥ 1, fibering C → B over a symplectic manifold (B, ω B ), as in Definition 1.0.1. Recall that this means that C is diffeomorphic to an associated fiber bundle P (S c ) := P × SO(c+1) S c , for some principal SO(c + 1)-bundle π : P → B. By the coisotropic embedding theorem [12, p.315 ], a neighborhood of C in M is symplectomorphic to a neighborhood of the zero section in the associated T * S c -fiber bundle
Here a symplectic form in a neighbourhood of the zero section of P (T * S c ) is given by the minimal coupling prescription (4).
Recall from [38] that a model Dehn twist τ S c ∈ Aut(T * S C , ω T * S c , Φ T * S c ) is a compactly support automorphism equal to the antipodal map on the zero section T * S c , and away from the zero section given by normalized geodesic flow on T * S c by a time T ( v ) where T : [0, ∞) → R is compactly supported function with
Let µ : T * S c → R, v → v denote the Riemannian norm. (Note that µ is smooth on the complement of the zero section.) The composition R • µ has time 2π flow τ S c that extends to a smooth symplectomorphism of T * S c defined on the zero section by the antipodal map, that is, τ S c (v, 0) = (−v, 0). We remark that any two model Dehn twists are equivalent up to symplectomorphism generated by a compactly supported Hamiltonian.
By functoriality, any model Dehn twist induces an automorphism of τ P (S c ) :
, which is a symplectomorphism near P (S c ). Given a symplectic neighbourhood of C ⊂ M identified with a neighborhood of P (S c ) in P (T * S C ) as in (5) we define a symplectomorphism
by τ P (S c ) on the neighbourhood of C (chosen such that it is supported inside the neighbourhood) and the identity outside. We say that a symplectomorphism ϕ : M → M is a fibered Dehn twist if it is Hamiltonian isotopic to a model Dehn twist τ C for some C and choice of symplectic neighbourhood.
The following constructions are compatible with fibered Dehn twists: ω) be a Hamiltonian G manifold with moment mapΦ, let M =M / /G its symplectic quotient andC ⊂M a G-invariant spherically fibered coisotropic submanifold, that is, the sphere bundle associated to a G-equivariant SO(c + 1)-principal bundleP →B. Let τC :M →M be a Gequivariant fibered Dehn twist aroundC. IfC intersectsΦ −1 (0) transversally, then the symplectomorphism
Indeed, it follows from the moment map condition that the the moment mapΦ is constant on the fibers ofC:
SoΦ descends to a moment mapB → g * for the G-action onB, denoted
bundle over B, and the reduction of structure group ofC induces a reduction of structure group of C. Indeed, the principal bundleP descends to a bundle P = (P |Φ −1 (0))/G and the isomorphismP (S c ) →C descends to a morphism P (S c ) → C. Similarly, the local modelP (T * S c ) induces a local model P (T * S c ) for M near C. 1] and such that U (1) acts freely on Φ −1 (0). We identify the Lie algebra of U (1) with R, so that Z is the coweight lattice. The τ C of Φ(Φ + 1)/2 is a Hamiltonian isotopic to a fibered Dehn twist around C := Φ −1 (0). Indeed, the flow of Φ/2 is the diffeomorphism given by the action of −1 ∈ U (1), and the flow of Φ 2 /2 is rotation by angle Φ. Hence ϕ acts by the antipodal map on Φ −1 (0) and by the identity on Φ −1 (±1). Using a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism supported away from Φ −1 (±1), one can arrange so that ϕ is supported in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of Φ −1 (0), in which case it is immediate that ϕ is a Dehn twist.
Similarly, suppose that (M, ω, Φ) is a Hamiltonian SU (2)-manifold. We fix a metrix on the Lie algebra su(2), so that non-zero elements ξ with exp(ξ) = 1 have minimal length 1. Suppose the moment map takes values in { ξ ≤ 1/2}, and the stabilizer of the action of SU (2) on Φ −1 (0) is either trivial or U (1). Then the composition τ C of the flow of Φ 2 /2 with the action of −1, is a Dehn twist around Φ −1 (0). Indeed, the flow of Φ 2 /2 is the identity at Φ −1 (0), the action of −1 at Φ −1 (G(1/2)), so that τ C acts by the identity on Φ −1 (G(1/2)). After modifying τ C in a neighborhood of Φ −1 (G(1/2)) by a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism supported away from Φ −1 (G(1/2)), we may assume that τ C vanishes on Φ −1 (G(1/2)), and so is a model Dehn twist.
One can combine this construction with products and quotients as follows. Let (M j , ω j , Φ j ) be Hamiltonian U For example suppose that M 0 = (S 2 ) 2 , and M 1 = (S 2 ) 2n+1 for some integer n. Then the Dehn twist around the diagonal in M 0 induces a fibered Dehn twist in the polygon space (M 0 × M 1 )/ /SU (2). While these examples are all Hamiltonian isotopic to the identity, in the following section we use these constructions locally to construct interesting examples of fibered Dehn twists in moduli spaces of flat bundles.
2.4. Lefschetz-Bott fibrations associated to fibered Dehn twists. Let M, C be as above, and τ C the corresponding fibered Dehn twist. There is a "standard" Lefschetz-Bott fibration E C with generic fiber M and symplectic monodromy τ C . Let p : C → B denote the fibration, and P → B the associated SO(c + 1)-bundle.
First, recall from [38] the symplectic Lefschetz fibration associated to a model Dehn twist. Given the standard representation of SO(c + 1) on V = C c+1 we have a vector bundle P (V ) = (P × V )/SO(c + 1) → B with complex-linear inner product. Let
denote the symplectic form and moment map for the SO(c + 1)-action induced from the identification V → T * R c+1 . The minimal symplectic associated fiber bundle construction above produces a closed form ω P (V ) on P (V ), equal to ω B on B and ω V on the fiber V . Let S c ⊂ R c+1 ⊂ V denote the unit sphere and
By [38, p. 14] the symplectic form on V can be changed slightly so that the symplectic monodromy around 0 is a Dehn twist around S c . One has by [38, 1.13 ] an isomorphism of Hamiltonian SO(c + 1)-manifolds
By the coisotropic embedding theorem, a neighborhood of C in M is symplectomorphic to the fiber bundle P (U ), where U is a neighborhood of the zero section in T * S c . It follows that P (V ) − P (T ) is symplectomorphic to P (C × T * S c − S c ) in a neighborhood of P (T ) resp. P (C × S c ). By replacing a neighborhood of C × C in C × M with a neighborhood of P (T ) in P (V ), one obtains a Lefschetz-Bott fibration E C → C with monodromy τ C .
2.5. The monodromy theorem. The monodromy of a symplectic Lefschetz-Bott fibration is given by a fibered Dehn twist, at least up to isotopy and under the "normally Kähler assumption" by a theorem of Perutz below. (The theorem is not used in this paper; we mention it only for its conceptual importance linking Lefschetz-Bott fibrations and fibered Dehn twists.) 
Fibered Dehn twists on moduli spaces of flat bundles
This section describes a natural collection of fibered Dehn twists on moduli spaces of flat bundles, which are our motivating examples. As we mentioned above, other motivating examples are discussed in the work of Seidel-Smith [40] and Perutz [29] . Seidel and Callahan (unpublished) observed that for G = SU (2), the symplectomorphism of a moduli space of flat bundles on a surface induced by a Dehn twist on the surface is often a fibered Dehn twist. This implies (as was pointed out to us by I. Smith) that the collection of moduli spaces of flat bundles on the fibers of a symplectic Lefschetz fibration, themselves form a symplectic Lefschetz-Bott fibration. In this section we give various generalizations of their results, which includes some moduli spaces of higher rank. The Lefschetz-Bott fibrations which follow from these constructions are symplectic; it would be interesting to have algebro-geometric realizations of these fibrations.
3.1. Moduli spaces of flat bundles. Let G be a compact, 1-connected Lie group, with maximal torus T and Weyl group W = N (T )/T . Let g, t denote the Lie algebras of G and T . We choose a highest root α 0 ∈ t * and positive Weyl chamber t + ⊂ t. Conjugacy classes in G are parametrized by the Weyl alcove
see [32] . For any µ ∈ A, we denote by C µ = {g exp(µ)g −1 } the corresponding conjugacy class.
Let X be a compact, oriented surface. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n be a collection of distinct points, and µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) ∈ A n . Let M G (X, µ) denote the moduli space of flat G-bundles on X − {x 1 , . . . , x n } with holonomy around x i conjugate to exp(µ i ), for each i = 1, . . . , n. If M G (X, µ) contains no reducible connections, then M G (X, µ) is a compact symplectic orbifold.
We say that a marking µ ∈ A is central if exp(µ) lies in the center of G. Several central markings may be combined into a single central marking as follows: Suppose that λ 1 ∈ A resp. λ 2 ∈ A are central corresponding to z 1 , z 2 ∈ G and λ 12 ∈ A corresponds to z 1 z 2 , and X is connected, then M G (X, λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) is symplectomorphic to M G (X, λ 12 , λ 3 , . . . , λ n ); this follows immediately from the description of the moduli space as representations of the fundamental group.
By a marked surface we mean a surface X equipped with a collection of distinct points x ∈ X n and a collection of labels µ ∈ A n . For simplicity, we denote such a surface (X, µ).
M G (X, µ) may be realized as the symplectic quotient of the moduli space of framed bundles on a cut surface described in [26] ; the corresponding algebraic fact goes back to Weil. Let X cap denote the surface obtained by cutting along Y and capping off with a pair of disks, with an additional marked point on each disk, as in Figure 1 . Let M G (X cut , µ) be the moduli space of flat bundles with framings on the boundary of X cut . Let X cut denote the surface with boundary obtained by cutting Y along X, with boundary components (∂X cut ) j ∼ = S 1 , j = 1, 2. Let LG = Map(S 1 , G) denote the loop group of G, so that LG 2 acts on M G (X cut , µ) by changing the framing. The Figure 1 . Capping off a surface moment map for the action of LG 2 is restriction to the boundary
The diagonal action of LG has moment map Φ = Φ 1 − Φ 2 .
Symplectomorphisms induced by Dehn twists. The construction in the previous paragraph is naturally functorial for diffeomorphisms of marked surfaces. In particular, let (X, µ) be a marked surface and Map + (X, µ) the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphism φ of X, up to isotopy, preserving the markings
Pullback defines a homomorphism from Map
Let Y ⊂ X be an embedded circle, that is, a compact, oriented, connected onemanifold. Let τ Y ∈ Map + (X, µ) denote the Dehn twist around Y . In the usual definition, one takes a tubular neighborhood of Y and twists around Y as above. The usual definition fits into the symplectic picture described in Section 2, by fixing a symplectic structure on X and considering Y as a Lagrangian sphere. Our aim is to describe the action of 
this is a smooth function on the inverse image Hol Proof. We assume for simplicity of notation that there are no markings. Let X cut , X cap , LG be as above. Consider the map
where Hol s denotes the holonomy around S 1 , starting at s. The action of a Dehn twist around a small translation of the boundary component (∂X cut ) 2 changes the framing by holonomy around that boundary component, and produces an LG 2 -equivariant map
The restriction ofτ Y to the zero level set for the diagonal moment map is a lift of the symplectomorphism τ * Y on M G (X). In order to write this as a Hamiltonian flow, we write M G (X) as a finite-dimensional symplectic quotient of the subset
which is the time-one Hamiltonian flow of the functioñ
This proves the claim, since the restriction off Y to the zero level set is a lift of f Y .
For later use, we recall the following facts, see for example [26] .
Lemma 3.2.2. Let (X, µ) be a marked surface, and Y ⊂ X an embedded circle as above. For any λ ∈ A, the stabilizer G 2 λ acts on
2 (λ) with diagonal quotient resp. full quotient
In particular, Hol
λ /H is a sphere.
Full twists for SU (2)
. In this section we show that Dehn twists on the surface induce fibered Dehn twists of the moduli space of flat bundles for G = SU (2); this uses that G and T are spheres in this case. The following is a slight generalization of a result of M. Callahan (unpublished) resp. P. Seidel [36, Section 1.7] in the case of a separating resp. non-separating curve on a surface.
, and (X, µ) is a marked surface such that
Proof. To prove the theorem we realize M G (X, µ) as a symplectic quotient as in Theorem 3.1.1 and use the results of Section 2.3. We drop µ from the notation, for convenience. The generic stabilizer of the
where Z(G) is the center of G. This is also the stabilizer for the action of
. This means that in the non-separating resp. separating case, exp(1/2) = −I (resp. exp(1/4)) acts as a non-trivial square root of the identity, and in particular acts as the antipode map on any free
Suppose first that Y is separating. The group element exp(1/2) acts by the identity on M G (X cut ), so τ * Y is Hamiltonian isotopic to a symplectomorphism supported on M G (X) • . By the coisotropic embedding theorem a neighborhood of Hol
In the local model, Hol Y −λ is the geodesic length function, and by Theorem 3.1.1 its Hamiltonian flow τY * . Choose R so that
and R is equal to 0 or µ/2−1/8 below resp. above λ−ǫ resp. λ+ǫ. The Hamiltonian flow of R • Hol Y is then a Dehn twist around Hol
Y (λ), see (6) , and differs from Hol Y 2 /2 by a smooth function, which proves the claim. Suppose next that Y is non-separating, and that SU (2) acts freely on Φ
. It follows that the functions
are smooth. By the coisotropic embedding theorem, a neighborhood of Φ
→ su(2) * is affine linear, as explained in [26] .) In the local model Hol Y becomes identified with the map
with R as above. We can deform to obtain a function whose flow on M G (X cut ) (0, Half-twists for SU (2) . In this section we show that a half-twist on a marked Riemann surface (X, λ) induces a fibered Dehn twist on the moduli space M G (X, λ) of flat G = SU (2) bundles with fixed holonomy. Given a pair of points x i , x j with the same label λ i = λ j , let Y denote a circle around x i , x j and √ τ Y a half-twist around Y , which interchanges x i , x j , see Figure 2 . Let
The following is slight generalization of a result of Seidel [36] . 
Proof. By cutting X along Y , so that, as above,
gives a flat connection on the twice-punctured disk, of the form ξdθ near the boundary of the disk, with holonomies g i , g j around the punctures. Let n be a representative of the nontrivial element w of the Weyl group W . The set nT is diffeomorphic to a circle passing through n and n −1 = −n and contained in C 1/4 . Furthermore, the stabilizer G n acts on C 1/4 by rotation fixing n and n −1 . Thus after conjugating g i , g j by some g ∈ G, we may assume g i = n, g j = tn for some t ∈ T . Then
2 )g i and
is a spherically fibered coisotropic of codimension 2, since every point in Φ −1 2 (0) has stabilizer U (1), see Lemma 3.2.2. An argument similar to that for Theorem 3.3.1 shows that, after adding a smooth function, the time-one flow of Φ 2 (Φ 2 + 1)/4 generates a fibered Dehn twist. The theorem follows.
3.5. Half-twists for SU (r). In this section, we show that in special cases a half twist on the Riemann surface X induces a fibered Dehn twist on the moduli space of flat G = SU (r) bundles with fixed holonomy. Let ω k , k = 1, . . . , r − 1 denote the fundamental weights of G, which via the identification of g with g * are identified with vertices of the fundamental alcove A. Let λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) be a collection of markings with
for some i, j, k. (That is, λ i , λ j are the midpoints of the edge of A connecting the k-th with the k + 1-st vertex.) Let C Y be the subset of M G (X, λ) defined by
where
We denote by
the moduli space of flat bundles on X with markings obtained by removing λ i , λ j and adding ν k . 
Proof. Let g i resp. g j denote the holonomies around the i-th resp. j-th marking. The half-twist replaces g i , g j with g i g j g
To compute these, we may assume, by acting by an element of the center of G, that k = 0.
The first step is to find judicious representatives of g i , g j . Let C 1 denote the conjugacy class of exp(ω 1 /2). Consider the finite cover T 1 × T ′ 1 → T (up to finite cover) where T 1 is the circle generated by ω 1 , and T ′ 1 is the torus generated by its orthogonal perpendicular. Let n ∈ N (T ) denote a representative of the simple reflection s 1 ∈ W . An easy computation shows that n ∈ C 1 . For t 1 ∈ T 1 , we have nt 1 = Ad(t 1/2 1 )n, so that nt ∈ C 1 . The stabilizer G n of n acts on the conjugacy class C 1 , and any element of C 1 is G n -conjugate to an element of the form nt 1 , t ∈ T 1 . (This can be proved along the lines of [46, Example 2.1].) Therefore, we may assume that g i = n, g j = nt 1 .
Given this particular choice of representatives, we compute
2 )g j . where n 2 = exp(ω 1 ) = diag(exp(2πi/r)). Now the action of Ad(n 2 ) is the Hamiltonian flow of (Φ 2 , α 1 )/2, and the action of Ad(g i g j ) is the Hamiltonian flow of (Φ 2 , α 1 ) 2 /2. It follows that the the symplectomorphism induced by √ τ Y is the flow of (Φ 2 , α 1 )((Φ 2 , α 1 ) + 1)/4. Next we show that C Y is a fibered coisotropic. By the discussion above that the conjugacy classes in C 2 1 are exactly those of the form Ad(G)(n 2 t 1 ) for t 1 ∈ T 1 , that is, the conjugacy classes of exp(ω 1 +ǫα 1 ) where ǫ ∈ [0, − 1 2 ]. In particular, the conjugacy class C 2 of exp(ω 2 /2) appears in C 2 1 . The fiber of C 2 1 → G over C 2 is the quotient of the generic stabilizer in C by that of
By the previous two paragraphs, the Hamiltonian flow of (Φ 2 , α 1 )((Φ 2 , α 1 ) + 1)/4 is a fibered Dehn twist around C Y . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
Pseudoholomorphic sections of Lefschetz-Bott fibrations
4.1. Monotone Lagrangian Floer homology over Novikov rings. Novikov rings are not needed to define monotone Lagrangian Floer homology for a monotone pair of Lagrangian submanifolds. However, we will need our chain complexes to admit "filtrations by energy" and for this we find it convenient to use the Novikov version, as in the construction of the spectral sequence in Fukaya-Oh-Ono-Ohta [9] . (One could alternatively use the index as in Oh [28] ). Since we also want to include the case that the Floer operator is a matrix factorization, we review the constructions given there.
Recall that a symplectic manifold M is monotone if it satisfies an area-index relation for spheres, that is, if there exists a constant λ ≥ 0 such that
is the symplectic area and I(u) = c 1 (M ), [u] is the first Chern number. A Lagrangian L ⊂ M is monotone if it satisfies an area-index relation for disks with boundary in L, that is,
is again the symplectic area and I(u) is the Maslov index of u as in [25, Appendix] . A tuple (L e ) e∈E of Lagrangians is monotone if the following holds: Let Σ be any connected compact surface with nonempty boundary ∂Σ = ⊔ e∈E C e (with C e possibly empty or disconnected). Then
where I(u) is the sum of the Maslov indices of the totally real subbundles (u| Ce ) * T L e in some fixed trivialization of u * T M . There is a similar definition of monotonicity for tuples of Lagrangian correspondences, [45, Definition 6.2.6].
Absolute gradings are in Floer homology are induced by gradings on the Lagrangians in the sense of Kontsevich and Seidel [37] . Let Lag N (M ) → Lag(M ) be an N -fold Maslov cover [37] . A grading of L is a lift of the canonical section
A brane structure on L consists of a relative spin structure (see for example [44] ) and a grading. A Lagrangian brane is an oriented Lagrangian submanifold equipped with a brane structure.
The version of monotone Floer homology with Novikov rings uses a formal variable q to include the symplectic area of the Floer trajectories in the definition of the differential. Let Λ denote the universal Novikov ring of series
Let (L 0 , L 1 ) be a monotone pair of Lagrangian branes. Choose a Hamiltonian
given by the Maslov index of a path from the lifts in the Maslov cover [37] . We denote by
. denote the space of time-dependent ω-compatible almost complex structures. For any x ± ∈ I(L 0 , L 1 ) we denote by M(x − , x + ) the space of finite energy (J, H)-holomorphic maps modulo translation in s ∈ R, and M(x − , x + ) 0 the subset of formal dimension 0, that is, index 1. The relative spin structures on L 0 , L 1 induce a map ǫ : M(x − , x + ) 0 → {±1} measuring the difference between the orientation on each element u and the canonical orientation of a point [35, 44] . The Floer chain complex is the direct sum
The Floer differential
Note that since u is only (J, H)-holomorphic, the actual symplectic area of the trajectory may be negative, unless H = 0. For the following, see [27] , [9] . 
is independent of the choice of H and J, up to isomorphism of graded Λ-modules. For any monotone pair (L 0 , L 1 ) with minimal Maslov number at least three, let HF (L 0 , L 1 ) denote the Floer homology with integer coefficients as in [27] , [45] . 
where for any
The additivity (11) implies
Floer theory over the Novikov ring admits natural filtrations and hence can be computed by spectral sequence techniques. (The original filtration in Oh [28] uses filtration by index.) For example, the space of Floer cochains with Λ-coefficients admits an (unbounded) R-filtration by energy,
where CF ≥ν Λ (L 0 , L 1 ) denotes the complex obtained by restricting to powers of q at least ν. For any ǫ > 0 we obtain a Z-filtration
which gives rise to a spectral sequence E • (L 0 , L 1 ) with first page the cohomology of the quotient complexes
Since the differential has only finitely many terms, the spectral sequence converges to the Floer homology HF Λ (L 0 , L 1 ) [24, p. 50]; see the similar argument in [5] and also [9] . More generally, the same argument holds for any filtered complex C Λ defined over Λ whose differential has only finitely many terms. In particular, if the cohomologies of the quotient complexes vanishes then so does H(C Λ ).
4.2.
Relative invariants for Lefschetz-Bott fibrations. The following material can also be found, in a slightly different form, in Perutz [30] . Let S be a surface without boundary or strip-like ends, and π : E → S be a symplectic Lefschetz-Bott fibration. Let Γ(E) denote the set of smooth sections of E. Given u ∈ Γ(E) with image disjoint from the singular set define its index and symplectic area
Note that the form ω E is only fiber-wise symplectic, so that A(u) may be negative. Proof. For each critical value s i ∈ S crit let ρ i : M → E s i denote the map given by symplectic parallel transport which collapses the null foliation of the vanishing cycles. We claim that for any two sections u 0 , u 1 ∈ Γ(E), the push-forwards u j, * [S] differ by an element in the span of the homology of the fibers H 2 (M ), H 2 (E s i ). To see this, apply the spectral sequence for the map π : E → S, see for example Segal [33] ), and the cover consisting of S − {s 1 , . . . , s n } and a collection of balls around the singular values. The first differential in the Leray spectral sequence vanishes and E 2 -term is
The degree 2 part of the kernel of π * under the projection map is generated by H 2 (M ) (embedded as any fiber) and H 2 (E s i ), as claimed. Since monotonicity holds on H 2 (M ), it suffices to show that (ρ i ) * : H 2 (M ) → H 2 (E s i ) is surjective. Consider the long exact sequence
where cone ρ i is the mapping cone on ρ i . Since ρ i is a diffeomorphism away from the vanishing cycle, cone ρ i admits a deformation retraction to cone p i where p i : C i → B i is the projection. Since C i = P i × SO(c) S c , we have cone )) is a local holomorphic coordinate on the closure of the image of ǫ j ; the end is called incoming resp. outgoing if the sign is negative resp. positive resp. A collection of strip-like ends E is a set of strip-like ends, one for each j = 1, . . . , n.
We write E = E − ∪ E + the union of the incoming and outgoing ends. Definition 4.2.5. A Lagrangian boundary condition for E is a submanifold F ⊂ ∂E such that (a) π|F is a fiber bundle over ∂S; (b) each fiber F z ⊂ E z , z ∈ ∂S is a Lagrangian submanifold (c) For each e ∈ E there exist Lagrangian submanifolds L 0,e , L 1,e ⊂ M such that F is constant sufficiently close to z e that is,
Remark 4.2.6. One could also drop the transversality assumption, and define relative invariants using Hamiltonian perturbations, but we will not need to do so.
Let Γ(E, F ) denote the set of smooth sections u : (S, ∂S) → (E, F ). If S has no strip-like ends but non-empty boundary, fix a trivialization of E over S and let
denote the sum of the Maslov indices of the restriction of u to the boundary. Also define the symplectic area
Definition 4.2.7. A pair (E, F ) monotone with constant λ if the index depends linearly on the energy, that is,
for some constant c(E, F ).
Given a Lefschetz-Bott fibration with Lagrangian boundary conditions (E, Definition 4.2.11. Let π : E → S be as above. An almost complex structure j on S is compatible with E if j = j 0 in an neighborhood of S crit . An almost complex structure J on E is compatible with π, j if (a) J = J 0 in a neighborhood of E crit ; (b) π is (J, j)-holomorphic in a neighborhood of E crit ; (c) ω E (·, J·) is symmetric and positive definite on T E v x , for any x ∈ E. Let J (E) denote the set of (π, j)-compatible almost complex structures. For sufficiently j-positive forms ω S , ω E + π * ω S is tamed but not necessarily compatible with J. Let
denote the Cauchy-Riemann equation associated to the pair (j, J). The linearized operator
is Fredholm, since the boundary conditions at infinity are assumed transversal. Let M(E, F ; x e , e ∈ E) denote the set of sections u ∈ Γ(E, F, x e , e ∈ E) such that u is (j, J)-holomorphic, with limits x e , e ∈ E along the ends. 
is finite;
has a compactification with boundary
(d) Any relative spin structure on (E, F ) induces a coherent set of orientations ǫ on the manifolds M(E, F ; x e , e ∈ E) 0 , that is, compatible with the gluing maps from (c) in the sense that the inclusion of the boundary in (c) has the signs (−1)
P e<f |x − e | (
for incoming trajectories) and −(−1)
P e<f |x + e | (
for outgoing trajectories.)
The proof is similar to that of [38] in the exact case. Bubbling for sections can occur only in the fiber, and so sphere and disk bubbling on the zero and onedimensional moduli spaces is ruled out by the monotonicity condition. The construction of coherent orientations follows from Sections 1,2 of [44] , and is omitted. We define CΦ Λ (E) :
By items (c) and (d), the maps CΦ Λ (E) are chain maps and so descend to an ungraded map of Floer homologies
if the disk invariants of the Lagrangians cancel, or more generally a morphism in the derived category of matrix factorizations. The relative invariants of fibrations with "non-negative curvature", in the following sense, have particularly nice properties. Recall the symplectic connection (2); the spaces T E h e have canonical complex structures, induced from the complex structure j on the base S. Definition 4.2.13. A Lefschetz-Bott fibration E has non-negative curvature if ω E (v, jv) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ T E h e , for all e ∈ E. We remark that the total space of any Lefschetz-Bott fibration admits a canonical isotopy class of symplectic structures: If ω S ∈ Ω 2 (S) is a sufficiently positive twoform then ω E + π * ω S is a symplectic form on T E x for any x ∈ E. If E is compact, then ω E + π * ω S is symplectic on E for ω S sufficiently positive. If E is non-negative, then ω E + π * ω S is symplectic for any positive form ω S ∈ Ω 2 (S). Proof. Let v ∈ V , the standard representation of SO(c + 1), and (p, v) ∈ P × V . The horizontal subspace H v ⊂ T v V pairs trivially with T p P × T (q −1 (q(v))) under the pairing given by the two-form (4). It follows that the image [
The following is immediate from the definitions:
Proposition 4.2.15. If E has non-negative curvature as in Definition 4.2.13, then the coefficients of q in the formula (16) are all non-negative.
We do not give formula for the degree of the relative invariant, see [45, Remark 6.2.10] for a formula in the case without singularities.
Invariants for quilted Lefschetz-Bott fibrations.
The main difference between the triangle for the fibered case and the original Seidel triangle [38] is the appearance of invariants associated to quilted surfaces. The following definitions are taken from [45] . (a) A collection S = (S k ) k=1,...,m of surfaces with strip-like ends, see [38] , [45] . Each S k carries a complex structures j k and has strip-like ends (ǫ k,e ) e∈E(S k ) near marked points lim s→±∞ ǫ k,e (s, t) = z k,e ∈ ∂S k . (b) With the boundary components
pairwise disjoint 2-element subsets
and for each σ = {I k,b , I k ′ ,b ′ } a real analytic isomorphism
The isomorphisms ϕ σ should be compatible with the strip-like ends, in the sense that on each end ϕ σ should be a translation. 
where I k,b ranges over true boundary components resp. I k 0 ,b 0 , I k 1 ,b 1 range over identified boundary components, such that
(b) Over the strip-like ends the submanifolds F
are given by fixed Lagrangians L ke,be on the strip-like ends, with the property that the composition
is transversal.
Theorem 4.2.12 generalizes to the quilted setting, so that associated to a monotone quilted symplectic Lefschetz-Bott fibration (E, F ) we have (ungraded) relative invariants
These satisfy a composition relation for gluing along strip-like ends [45] .
4.4.
Gluing along a seam. For quilted surfaces one also has gluing along a seam, which generalizes gluing along the boundary in the unquilted case. For k = 0, 1 let S k be quilted surfaces with d k + 1 strip-like ends, and z k a seam point in S k . Let ρ > 0 be a constant, and S ρ the quilted surface with d 0 +d 1 +2 strip-like ends, formed by gluing together quilted disks D 0 , D 1 around z 0 , z 1 using the map z → ρ/z. ρ is the gluing parameter. Let (E k , F k ) be Lefschetz-Bott fibrations over S k , equipped with a trivialization of E k , F k in a neighborhood of z k , and a symplectomorphism of (E k,z k , F k,z k ) for k = 0, 1. The seam connect sum E ρ → S ρ of E 1 , E 2 formed by patching is a quilted Lefschetz fibration with Lagrangian boundary condition F ρ formed by patching F 0 and F 1 . Given an admissible almost complex structure J k for E k → S k such that J k is constant in a neighborhood of z k (with respect to the given trivialization) and J 0 agrees with J 1 on the glued fiber, we can patch together to obtain an admissible almost complex structure J for E → S. Let 
See McDuff-Salamon [25, Chapter 10] for the case of gluing at an interior point, and Abouzaid [1] for the details of gluing along a point in the boundary. The case of seam gluing is similar; however, we will only use the dimension count in the above argument.
Using gluing along a seam we obtain a vanishing theorem analogous to [38, Section 2.3] for the invariants associated to standard fibrations associated to a fibered Dehn twist. Let C ⊂ M be a coisotropic submanifold of codimension c spherically fibered over B and E C → D the Lefschetz-Bott fibration over the disk D of radius 1 with generic fiber M × B − and monodromy τ C × 1 from Lemma 4.2.14. We equip E C with the Lagrangian boundary condition given by the fiber product F C := P (T )|∂D where T is the union of vanishing cycles in the local model P (V ) as in (7). Lemma 4.4.2. Let C, (E C , F C ) be as above, and c the codimension of C. If (E C , F C ) is monotone then for J ∈ J reg (E C ) and all u ∈ M(E C , F C ) we have
Proof. As in [38] this problem fits into a family of problems E C,r , F C,r , the standard fibrations of Section 2.4 over a disk D r of radius r, formed from patching together C × SO(c+1) V with (M × B) − (i(C) × p(C)), and boundary condition F C,r with fiber over z ∈ ∂D r given by P × SO(c+1)
√ zS c ⊂ P × SO(c+1) V . Associated to this family one has a parametrized moduli spacẽ
of pseudoholomorphic sections; the moduli spaces for the generic choices of r are cobordant and in particular of the same dimension. For sufficiently small r, we may explicitly describe a family of pseudoholomorphic sections as follows. Suppose that the almost complex structure on E C,r is induced from an almost complex structure on B and the standard almost complex structure on V . For each b ∈ B and a ∈ V satisfying aa = 1 2 r, a 2 = a 2 = 0 there exists a section w r,a,b ∈ Γ(E C,r , F C,r ) with image in the fiber over b defined by (18) w r,a,b (z) = r −1/2 az + r 1/2 a.
We claim that the Maslov index
Indeed, by definition the Maslov index of w = w r,a,b is the index of the pair (u * T vert E, (∂u) * T vert F ), which fits into the exact sequence
is trivial, and the boundary condition has vertical part
where ∆ T b B is the diagonal. Now q(w(z)) = z implies that Dq w(z) (w ′ (z)) = iz. Hence
as pairs over (D, ∂D). Using (22) and (21) we have
and so
which proves the claim (19) . We claim that w r,a,b is a section of lowest energy. Indeed, the area A(w r,a,b ) goes to zero as r → 0, for all a. Choose r sufficiently small so that A(w r,a,b ) ≤ 1/2λ. The homology classes relative to F of any two elements of Γ(E C,r , C r ) differ by a homology class d of the fiber. Since M is monotone, the pairing of (c 1 (M ), d) is at least 1, and so any other section u has at least the index of w r,a,b . Proposition 4.4.2 now follows from (19) . 4.5. Horizontal invariants. As in Seidel [38] , the computation of the relative invariants in the special cases needed for the exact triangle uses only horizontal sections. Let S be a surface, E a quilted Lefschetz-Bott fibration, and F a collection of Lagrangian seam/boundary conditions. Definition 4.5.1. A section u : S → E (that is, a collection of sections u k :
For any x 0 , . . . , x m as above let M h (E, F ; x e , e ∈ E) denote the set of horizontal sections.
Definition 4.5.2. A collection of almost complex structures
Let J h (E) denote the set of horizontal compatible almost complex structures. If J ∈ J h (E), then any horizontal section is J-holomorphic:
is a smooth submanifold of the Banach space of sections of E with tangent space the set of horizontal sections of u * T E with boundary/seams in (∂u) * T F .
Here ∂u denotes the restriction of u to the boundary and seams. As in [38, Lemma 2.11], monotonicity implies Proposition 4.5.4. Suppose that (E, F ) is a monotone quilted symplectic LefschetzBott fibration with Lagrangian boundary condition. If E is non-negatively curved and M h (E, F ; x e , e ∈ E) is clean then M h (E, F ; x e , e ∈ E) is a component of M(E, F ; x e , e ∈ E).
We give a criterion for the zero-dimension component M(x e , e ∈ E) 0 to consist entirely of horizontal sections in the monotone case; the exact case was discussed in Seidel [38] . Let E → S be a monotone Lefschetz-Bott fibration with Lagrangian boundary condition F . For each collection of intersection points (x e , e ∈ E) define c(x e , e ∈ E) by λI(u) = 2(A(u) + c(x e , e ∈ E)) for any collection of sections u with limits (x e , e ∈ E). Additivity of the index and symplectic area imply that c(y e , e ∈ E) − c(x e , e ∈ E) = e∈E + c(x e , y e ) − e∈E − c(x e , y e ).
Proposition 4.5.5. Suppose that E has non-negative curvature. If c(x e , e ∈ E) < 0 then M(x e , e ∈ E) 0 is empty. If c(x e , e ∈ E) = 0 then M(x e , e ∈ E) 0 consists of horizontal sections.
Proof. Immediate from the definition of non-negative curvature.
Floer versions of the exact triangle
The proofs of the exact triangles described in the introduction follow the lines of the proof of Floer's exact triangle [6] , in Seidel [38] and Perutz [31] . Namely, one first constructs a short sequence of cochain groups that is exact up to leading order, and then uses a spectral sequence argument to deduce the existence of a long exact sequence of cohomology groups. In this section we also describe various extensions, to the case of minimal Maslov number two and the "closed string" case.
Fibered Picard-Lefschetz formula.
Recall from Section 2.2 that a Dehn twist in a local model T * S c is defined by rotating a vector in T * S c with norm r by an angle θ(r) with θ(0) = π. We will make the Assumption 5.1.1. The function θ(r) is decreasing with r.
Given such a twist, the family of twists defined by θ λ (r) = θ(λr) also has this property. Let τ λ C ∈ Diff(M, ω) denote the resulting fibered Dehn twist. 
Proof. See Figure 3 . For the case B trivial, this is [38, Lemma 3.2] . If U C is sufficiently small, then L 0 ∩ L 1 is outside the support of τ C and so there is an inclusion
; this gives L k the structure of a fiber bundle over B with contractible fiber L k,F , necessarily of dimension c. Identify each fiber L k,F locally with the tangent space T l k L k,F . The latter projects injectively into T vert (T * S c ), and hence defines an embedding L k,F → T * S c . Consider the negative geodesic flow φ F on the fiber F = T * S c and the induced flow φ C on P × SO(c+1) T * S c . As explained in [38] , there exists a unique v ∈ L 1,F of norm less than π such that φ
is given locally by {f (b, x, y) = 0} in local coordinates b on B and cotangent coordinates (x, y) on T * S c then L k,λ = {f (b, x, λy) = 0}; transversality with the zero section implies that this cuts out a smooth family. By the implicit function theorem, there exists a unique
Remark 5.1.3. The formula (1) given by Clemens follows up to sign and torsion, since rationally cycles may always be represented as manifolds up to finite cover, see e.g. [25] .
Open Floer version.
In this section we prove Theorem 1.0.2. Since τ C is a symplectomorphism, it suffices to prove the theorem with
Definition of the maps.
Let M be a monotone symplectic manifold and C ⊂ M a spherically fibered coisotropic submanifold of codimension c. Let L 0 , L 1 ⊂ M be monotone Lagrangian branes of minimal Maslov number at least 3. We also assume that the image of C in B × M is monotone with minimal Maslov number at least two, all Lefschetz-Bott fibrations discussed below are monotone, and the triple (C, L 0 , L 1 ) is monotone. These monotonicity conditions hold, for example, if L 0 , L 1 are simply connected, M has minimal Chern number at least two, and c ≥ 2 by Lemma 4.2.10.
Let S denote the quilted surface shown in Figure 4 : Let E = (M, B), where B is
the base of the fibration p : C → B. We identify C with its image in M × B. Let F denote the Lagrangian seam boundary condition for E given by L 0 , L 1 , C and for any x 0 ∈ I(L 0 , C, C t , L 1 ) and x 1 ∈ I(L 0 , L 1 ) consider the relative invariant
defined above by counting points in the zero-dimensional component of the moduli space M 1 of pseudoholomorphic quilts on S 1 . We will prove later that the map Φ 1 has degree zero. Let E C → D denote the standard Lefschetz-Bott fibration with monodromy τ C . By gluing in E C with the trivial fibration over a strip (using the identity as transition map to the left of the disk, and τ C as transition map to the right) we obtain a Lefschetz-Bott fibration (E 2 , F 2 ) over the infinite strip shown in Figure 5 . Let
denote the associated relative invariant, obtained by counting points in the zerodimensional component of the moduli space M 2 of pseudoholomorphic sections of E 2 → S 2 with boundary in F 2 . We will prove later that Φ 2 has degree zero.
Lemma 5.2.1. The composition Φ = Φ 1 • Φ 2 (the relative invariant associated to picture on the left in Figure 6 ) vanishes.
Proof. Consider the deformation S t of S obtained by moving the singular value towards the boundary marked C and pinching off a disk in M × B with values in (i × p)C shown in the second two pictures in Figure 6 . The bundle E and Lagrangian boundary condition F naturally extend to families E t , F t . We claim that for sufficiently large t, the moduli space of index zero pseudoholomorphic sections is empty. Otherwise, by Gromov compactness there exists a pseudoholomorphic section of the limiting, nodal surface, possibly with additional sphere and disk bubbles. By Corollary 4.4.3, there are no such sections, which proves the claim. Since the invariant Φ is independent of the choice of t, this proves the lemma. Figure 6 . Pinching off a disk at the seam
Existence of gaps.
As for other exact triangles, the idea of proof is to show that the sequence of chain complexes is "exact to leading order" for a "sufficiently small" fibered Dehn twist. In this section we prove a sequence of lemmas showing that the higher order terms are bounded away from zero. The main technical difficulty is that these estimates must be uniform in the choice of fibered Dehn twist. The first lemma ensures that the trajectories defining the Floer differential have sufficiently large symplectic area: 
Proof. Index one quilts automatically connect distinct generalized intersection points x, y. By monotonicity, all index one quilts have the same symplectic energy. By Hamiltonian perturbation the Lagrangians independently in a neighborhood of x, y, we may achieve that any index one quilt has symplectic area at least ǫ, by appending the index zero quilt given by the graph of the perturbation. 
Proof. The bijection is constructed by "folding a corner": Namely, if u is a quilt of the first type then the map v obtained by geodesic flow in T * S c by time θ(r)y, where
y is the vertical component on the quilt. The transversality assumption implies that geodesic flow is also well-defined at the zero section. The linearized problems fit into a one-parameter family given by geodesic flow by time tθ(r)y; all linearized boundary conditions are transverse at the corners for all t ∈ [0, 1], which implies that the index is unchanged under the deformation. The area computation is as in Seidel [38] : the two quilts are the same except in a neighborhood of C, where the symplectomorphism is fiberwise exact.
ǫ be as in the previous Lemma. For all model fibered
Dehn twists τ C with 2πR(0) < ǫ/3, any trajectory for
has symplectic area at least ǫ/3. Proof. By the mean value inequality, for any neighborhood U ⊂ M of x, there exists an ǫ ′ > 0 such that any holomorphic strip with boundary (L 0 , L 1 ) with energy less than ǫ ′ is contained in U . (See [23, Appendix] for the mean value inequality with varying almost complex structure.) Taking U disjoint from the support of τ C this implies that any holomorphic quilt as in the definition of Φ 1 cannot have second limit m ′ = i 1 (m). The first claim follows.
For the second claim, we may assume that U C is sufficiently small so that π 0 (U C ∩ L k ) is in bijection with π 0 (C ∩ L k ) for k = 0, 1. Then again by the mean value inequality there exists an ǫ ′ > 0 such that for any holomorphic quilt as in the definition of Φ 2 with energy at most ǫ ′ is contained in U C , and therefore cannot connect the different components of L k , k = 0, 1. In fact it suffices to apply the mean value inequality to U C outside of the support of τ C ; this proves the second claim. i 1 (x) ) is equal to q ν , for some ν < 2πR(0), plus terms of the form q µ with µ > ǫ.
Fix a family of fiber-wise metrics on C depending on t ∈ [0, 1] such that for t = 1 the points m, m ′ are antipodes in C b . The family of metrics defines a reduction of the structure group depending on t, that is, a family of principal SO(c + 1) bundles P t together with a family of diffeomorphisms P t × SO(c+1) S c → C. (In fact, P t is the orthogonal frame bundle of the vertical tangent space to C.) Let τ t C denote the resulting family of fibered Dehn twists, and consider the family of boundary conditions given by τ t C L 0 , L 1 . The intersection points I(τ t C L 0 , C t , C, L 1 ) fit into smooth families depending on t as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.2. Consider the moduli spacẽ
of pseudoholomorphic curves for this deformation, consisting of trajectories with area smaller than ǫ. The moduli spaceM(i 1 (x), x) <ǫ is compact. Indeed, sphere and disk bubbling is ruled out the monotonicity, since the index of the remaining component would be negative. Bubbling off trajectories is impossible by definition of ǫ. Indeed, the principal component of the resulting pseudoholomorphic map would have negative area, which is impossible by non-negativity of the curvature. Hence
We claim that the latter sum is equal to 1 if the almost complex structure is horizontal. For let u denote the constant section with value x and boundary conditions L 0 , L 1 , C and J any horizontal almost complex structure. By non-negativity of the curvature and Proposition 4.5.4, to show that u is J-regular it suffices to show that the index of the linearized operator D u,J for u the constant section is zero. The case that C is Lagrangian is covered in [38] . If C is equal to M , then the index problem is equivalent to the index problem for a section of T M with constant values in T L 0 , T L 1 . The general case can be written as a direct sum of these two (since any coisotropic sub-bundle of a symplectic bundle is isomorphic to a symplectic sub-bundle plus an isotropic sub-bundle.) By the monotonicity relation, any section with index 0 is automatically constant, see [38, 2.31] . Hence J is regular for all index zero sections, which implies we may use J to compute the coefficient of i 1 (x) for t = 1. The unique contribution then comes from the horizontal section with value i 1 (x) as in Lemma 4.5.4 which proves the claim. By the mean value inequality and definition of ǫ, any u with area less than ǫ has M -component contained in a neighborhood of C b and so the same formula as in the exact case implies that the area is at most 2πR(0). This proves Proposition 5.2.6. Before we give the proof of the theorem we recall some basic facts of homological algebra, explained for example in [10] . Recall that if C j = (C j , ∂ j ), j = 0, 1 are complexes and f : C 0 → C 1 is a chain map then the mapping cone on f is the complex Cone(f ) :
). A chain map from Cone(f ) to a complex C 2 consists of a map k : C 1 → C 2 together with a chain homotopy h : C 0 → C 2 of k • f with zero. Such a map induces a quasi-isomorphism if and only if Cone(k, h) is acyclic.
Proof of Theorem 5.2.9 . We apply the general theory to the Floer complexes defined above,
. Let k denote the chain level map CΦ 1,Λ defined by the quilted surface in Figure 4 .
C L 1 ) consider the parametrized moduli spaceM(x, z) for the one-parameter family of deformations connecting (E 1 , F 1 )#(E 2 , F 2 ) (with a very long neck) to (E 1 , F 1 )#(E C , F C ), as shown in Figure 6. An element ofM(x, z) consists of a quilted surface S ρ in the family, together with a pseudoholomorphic section u ρ with the given boundary and seam conditions. By Corollary 4.4.3, the parametrized moduli space is empty in a neighborhood of (E 1 , F 1 )#(E C , F C ). The boundary ofM(x, z) 1 is therefore
pairs of pseudoholomorphic sections of E 1 and E 2 , and boundary components for which a Floer trajectory in M × B or a Floer trajectory in M breaks off. Define a map h :
The description of the boundary components ofM(x, z) 1 in (24) gives the relation ∂h + h∂ = k • f. We claim that the mapping cone
is acyclic. Consider the filtration by energy of the complex Cone(k, h) with Λ-coefficients as in (13) 
with Maslov number 2, mapping a point 1 ∈ ∂D compact to ℓ, modulo automorphisms preserving l. By results of Kwon-Oh [19] and Lazzarini [21] , for generic J and ℓ ∈ L, M 1 2 (L, J, ℓ) is a finite set.
Suppose that L has a relative spin structure. As discussed in [9] , [44] , this induced on orientation on the moduli space M 1 (L, J, ℓ). Let ǫ : M 1 2 (L, J, ℓ) → {±1} denote the map comparing the given orientation to the canonical orientation of a point.
is independent of J ∈ J l (M, ω) and ℓ ∈ L see Section 7 of [45] .
is independent of the choice of J, H up to isomorphism of objects in the derived category of matrix factorizations over Λ.
See [45] for the proof. We now discuss the extension of the spectral sequence to matrix factorizations. A short exact sequence of matrix factorizations
gives rise to a (non-canonical) isomorphism Cone(f ) → C 2 : Since C 2 is free, there exists a lift l : C 2 → C 1 , and exactness implies that [l, ∂] = f h for some h :
The short exact sequences
gives rise to a sequence of exact triangles in the derived category,
which is the spectral sequence for the filtration in derived category language, see e.g. Hartshorne [14, p. 228] . In particular, if the quotients C n /C n−1 are equivalent to zero in the derived category then so are the quotients C n+j /C n−j , and this implies under suitable "collapsing" assumptions that C is also equivalent to zero. The exact triangles (26) and the same arguments as in the Maslov number at least three case imply the following: 
in the derived category of matrix factorizations of w(L 1 ) − w(L 0 ). 
The map HF (id) → HF (τ C ) is the relative invariant corresponding to a LefschetzBott fibration over the cylinder in Figure 7 below. The map HF (C, C) → HF (id)
is the relative invariant associated to the quilted cylinder in Figure 5 .4. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.0.2. Namely,
this amounts to repeating the argument of Lemma 5.1.2. The same filtration arguments as before are used to construct the exact triangle.
Applications to surgery exact triangles
In this section we apply the exact triangle to obtain versions of the Floer [8] , Khovanov [16] , and Khovanov-Rozansky [18] exact triangles. Note that we have already established in Section 3 that Dehn twists of surfaces induce fibered Dehn twists of moduli spaces. Suppose that Y is a decorated cobordism between decorated surfaces X ± . Let M G (X ± ) denote the moduli space of constant curvature rank r bundles on X ± with fixed determinant given by D ± = D|X ± . These may be identified with the moduli space of flat G-bundles with G = SU (r) on the surface obtained by adding a marking with holonomy diag(exp(2πid/r)). Associated to any Cerf decomposition of Y is a generalized Lagrangian correspondence L(Y ), consisting of bundles that extend over the interior. It admits a canonical spin structure, since each component correspondence is simply connected. The generalized correspondence gives rise to a functor of Donaldson-Fukaya categories
which is independent of the choice of Cerf decomposition [42] .
The functor Φ(Y ) gives rise to group-valued invariants as follows. Given simplyconnected, Lagrangian submanifolds with relative spin structures
where the second inequality is by definition of the Donaldson-Fukaya category. Since we have ignored gradings, this a relatively Z 4 -graded group. We prove the following surgery exact triangle for the invariants HF (Y ; L + , L − ). Let K ⊂ Y be a framed knot contained in the one of the boundaries, and Y −1 , Y 0 the −1 and 0-surgeries on K.
There is a long exact sequence of (relatively graded) Floer homology groups
Proof. We claim that there exists a Morse function f : Y → R such that K is contained in a level set Σ = f −1 (c) of genus at least one, K does not separate Σ, and the framing is that determined by the embedding of K in Σ. Indeed, choose a Morse function f : Y → R such that K is contained in a level set with the given framing.
Given 6.2. Exact triangles for tangles. We obtain for the Floer-theoretic invariants of tangles constructed in [43] exact triangles that are the same as those obtained by Khovanov [17, 16] and Khovanov-Rozansky [18] . We assume freely the terminology from [43] , in particular moduli spaces of bundles with fixed holonomy for marked surfaces. First suppose that G = SU (2). Let X be a compact, oriented surface. Let K ⊂ X × [−1, 1] be a tangle, thought of as a cobordism between marked surfaces (X − , µ − ) and (X + , µ + ), and K = (K 1 , . . . , K r ) a cylindrical Cerf decomposition. Let M G (X ± , µ ± ) denote the moduli space of bundles with fixed holonomy around the markings; we assume that these moduli space are reducible free. Associated to each simple tangle K i is a Lagrangian correspondence L j . Composing the functors for these correspondences gives a functor
in the case with tangles the Donaldson-Fukaya categories are enriched in the category of matrix factorizations, see [43] . In [43] we proved that Φ(K) is independent, up to isomorphism, of the choice of cylindrical Cerf decomposition. In particular, given objects
is a (Z 2 -relatively graded) invariant of K. We prove the following surgery exact triangle for these invariants. Let K ′ , K ′′ be the tangles obtained by modifying K by a half-twist, respectively adding a cup and cap as follows: 
Proof. We may assume that K i is a tangle corresponding to the half-twist of the j and j + 1-st markings. Let K
denote the tangles corresponding to the cap and cup, respectively, so that
where g i are the holonomies around the i,i + 1-st markings in M n i resp. M n i+1 . This Lagrangian correspondence is the embedding of the coisotropic submanifold 
The exact triangle of Khovanov-Rozansky [18] has a similar form. The theories for the other standard markings will not in general have surgery exact triangles of this form, since the corresponding symplectomorphisms are not generalized Dehn twists. It would be interesting to understand whether there is a replacement for the surgery exact triangle in these more general cases.
Fukaya versions of the exact triangle
In this section, we generalize the exact triangle to the setting of the derived Fukaya category. The gluing results necessary for the construction of the A ∞ functors for Lagrangian correspondences are proved in [23] .
7.1. Open Fukaya version. In this section we give an extension to the Fukaya category. Let M be a compact symplectic monotone symplectic manifold. Recall that Fuk(M ) is the A ∞ category whose objects are monotone Lagrangian branes with minimal Maslov number at least three. Morphisms are Floer chain groups and composition maps count (perturbed) holomorphic n-gons with boundary on the given Lagrangians. In [22] we defined a similar category Fuk # (M ) whose objects are generalized Lagrangian submanifolds. Let D ♭ Fuk # (M ) denote its bounded derived category, as defined by Kontsevich, see [39] . 
is obtained by counting the elements of the moduli spacesM 1 (x), x ∈ I(L, C t , C, L) associated to the quilted surface S shown in Figure 11 with Lagrangian boundary conditions L, C. That is, The second map is the chain-level invariant k = CΦ E C ∈ CF Λ (L, τ C L) obtained from the moduli space M 2 (y) 0 of isolated J-holomorphic sections of the LefschetzBott fibration E C , with a single end and Lagrangian boundary condition L in Figure  12 . That is, k = x∈I(L,L),u∈M 2 (y) 0 ǫ(u) y . is acyclic.
Proof of Theorem 7.1.2. Consider the relative chain-level invariant associated to the surface on the left in Figure 13 . We consider a family of deformations of this surface Figure 13 . Null-homotopy for the composition C t #C#L to τ C L depending on a parameter ρ as follows. As ρ → 1, we deform the surface above so that a disk with values in E C bubbles off. By Proposition 4.4.3, the relative invariant for the second picture is empty, even on the chain level. As ρ → 0, we pinch off a pair of pants. LetM (30) is shown as follows. The terms of lowest order in q are µ 2 (f, a) and µ 2 (k, b). As in Section 5.2, the leading term of µ 2 (f, a) corresponds to the canonical injection
while the leading term of µ 2 (k, b) corresponds to the canonical injection
As before, the lowest order terms in complex are acyclic, and filtering the complex by energy shows that entire complex is acyclic. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.2. This is the most general version of the exact triangle that we know of. The proof is the similar to that of Theorem 7.1.2, replacing the open surfaces with closed surfaces. That is, the morphism from C t #C to ∆ is obtained from the quilted cap in Figure  14 . The morphism from ∆ to graph(τ C ) is defined by the Lefschetz-Bott fibration Figure 14 . Quilt defining the morphism from C t #C[dim(B)] to ∆ over the cap shown in Figure 15 . The composition of the two maps is defined by the Figure 15 . Quilt defining the morphisms from ∆ to graph(τ C ) surface shown in Figure 16 . By deforming the singularity on the surface onto a disk 
Applying this exact triangle to any object L of DFuk # (M ) leads to the exact triangle given in Theorem 7.1.1.
Note that these results do not apply to minimal Maslov number two. These results give exact triangles for the A ∞ -valued field theory using Fukaya categories for moduli spaces of bundles with fixed determinant, but not the version with tangles. It would be interesting to carry out an extension to this case.
